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A group of 10 members met at Huddersfield Railway Station to walk and examine the building and decorative stones 

used in the construction of some of the buildings around the city centre mostly built in the 19th and 20th. Centuries.. 

In Huddersfield, as in much of West Yorkshire, the predominant building stone is sandstone with local quarries 

supplying some of the country’s finest “ York “ stone. This sandstone has mainly formed in a huge delta in 

Carboniferous times. Much of the decorative rocks used around the buildings are igneous from locations around 

Britain, Europe and , indeed, further afield. Some of the buildings display “ spalling “ where the weathered rock has 

flaked off and also the stone blackens in time due to oxidisation when exposed to a polluted atmosphere ( as seen at 

St. Peter’s Church ). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Railway Station with its Corinthian Columns ( and also several other buildings ) has an “ Ashlar “ finish ; ie. The 

fine-grained sandstone has been carefully dressed and smoothly faced with a finely jointed surface. Another 

decorative feature demonstrated in several buildings such as on the Britannia building in Station Square is “ 

vermiculation “ which is a worm-like carving on the blocks of stone. Other decorative features are displayed as 

carvings in Greek or Egyptian style. 

The Prudential Assurance Building differs from many of the other buildings in that it is 

constructed in reddish/brown tiles, a moulded terracotta favoured by many Victorian 

architects as it could be moulded into decorative shapes at minimal cost. The clays used 

are from the coal measures and manufactured by “ Burmantofts “ in Leeds. The firing 

process toughens the tiles and makes them more resistant to weathering. 

 

 

We followed a combination of 2 waymarked trails around the city centre as described in an excellent guide booklet 

entitled  “ A Guide to the Building Stones of Huddersfield “. 

The many buildings we visited displayed excellent decorative additions of granites, ( from Cornwall, Aberdeen, 

Peterhead, Finland, Brazil, Southern Europe, Shap, and South Africa ) Some of these granites had xenoliths in them. 

Other igneous rocks included Larvakite which is a syenite. Several examples of marbles were seen and serpentinite ( 

both metamorphic rocks ) also Portland stone. Another feature seen  were a good example of Liesegang rings near a 

Morrison’s supermarket. These are rust coloured curved lined running through the sandstone. They are caused by 

iron deposits leaching through fluid-soaked rock and becoming lithified. 



 

Lunch was enjoyed by all in the crypt of St Peter’s Church and at the end of the tour we returned to the railway 

station via the Victorian Byram arcade. 

Anne Hopkins 

 


